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ABSTRACT. Study of the structure behavior under microtremors to assess its real operating condition
or to ascertain its dynamic characteristics is a widespread method in the world. It is distinguished for its
cheapness, mobility, though it has also certain limitations. It is that transition process from microtremor
to real is not univocal and relies on certain assumptions. Therefore, when we use this approach in
practice, we are offered different algorithms and technologies of material processing obtained as the
result of the experimental observation of the structure under microtremor, which creates probability of
structure operational condition, particularly, its earthquake resistance distinctive assessment.
Mathematical model and algorithm constructed on its basis, which univocally ascertains how to process
displacements recorded under microtremors that to speak substantially about structure behavior when
real seismic wave (seismogram) passes its foundation are suggested in the present article. © 2012 Bull.
Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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At present the acute problem of the whole world
is seismic resistance assessment of structures located
in seismically active regions. Complexity of this prob-
lem solution is determined by the fact that enormous
number of structures are subject to such
assessment,not only those that are built without ob-
serving antiseismic design standards, but also those
that are built considering the requirements of these
standards. This is due to the fact that standards of
earthquake resistance design periodically change and
structures, built “yesterday”, do not correspond to
today’s beliefs.

In practice very often it is necessary to examine a
great number of structures in a short term in an op-
erational situation. Such necessity often arises after
a strong earthquake, or in the cases when the exist-
ing view concerning real seismic danger assessment
changes and seismic danger assessment of a large
populated region is required.

In such cases it is very difficult, or even impossi-
ble to carry out detailed inspection of the structures
operational condition, following the recommenda-
tions of the corresponding normative documents, and
incomplete examination of buildings in many cases is
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unreliable or even dangerous.
In practice often an experimental method is used

for structures behavior assessment under earth-
quake, connected with carrying out full-scale dynamic
tests. In such cases structural elements of the struc-
ture reveal their real physical-mechanical properties
and define the structure behavior as a whole.

Carrying out of full-scale dynamic tests of struc-
tures is an expensive and laborious process and can-
not be used as an express-method. It should be men-
tioned also that as a result of full-scale dynamic tests
basic dynamic parameters of the structure are de-
fined, such as vibrations frequencies and forms, damp-
ing factor and so on. To ascertain structure behavior
under earthquake it is also required to construct a
mathematical model according to the results obtained
experimentally and to carry out special calculations
that are associated with certain conditionality.

In the engineering practice a number of simplified
methods of structures seismic resource definition by
full-scale dynamic tests are developed and applied.
Some of them are characterized by refusal to apply
complex, expensive means of excitation of strong vi-
brations of the structure and study structure behavior
under microtremors or even ambient noise of the
earth’s surface. On the basis of the obtained data
structure behavior under stronger excitations, par-
ticularly earthquakes, is assessed.

Transition from structure behavior under microtre-
mor to behavior under strong influence is not univo-

cal process and relies on certain assumptions that
make possible to develop different algorithms and,
hence, different assessments of the seismic resource
of the structure under test [1-4].

A mathematical model is suggested in the present
article and on its basis an algorithm is constructed,
which defines univocally how to process experimen-
tal information, obtained from structure under
microtremor, to speak substantially about structure
behavior under real, stronger and other kind of influ-
ence, in particular, under seismic waves passage.

Let us consider a structure (Fig.) in the founda-
tion of which (at point 0) and at some level (at point
K) seismographs are placed and displacements of
these points synchronously caused by microtremor
in the foundation of the structure are recorded.

This dynamic state of the structure, acting for-
ces in the foundation and generated displacements
conditionally are shown in the first column of the
Fig.  All the parameters of this dynamic state are
marked by (1).

In the second column of the Fig. the second dy-
namic state of the structure is shown. It is imaginary
and actually is not realized. The structure is rigidly

fastened in the foundation and arbitrary force 2 ( )kP t

is applied at the point K. All the parameters of this
dynamic state are marked by (2).

In the third column of the Fig. the structure is
shown, in the foundation of which seismic wave
(seismogram) of the real earthquake spreads. All the

Fig. Dynamic states of structures.
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parameters of this dynamic state are marked by (3).
To simplify the perception of the further lay-outs

in Fig. and in the obtained expressions, given (known)
functions are represented in red color.

Let us apply to the known principle of the works
reciprocity A(i)(k)(t) = A(k)(i)(t) which states that the
work of the forces of i dynamic state on the displace-
ments of the  k dynamic state is equal to the work of
the forces of  k state on the displacements of the i
state.

Let us apply this principle to the dynamic states
(1) and (2):

Considering the directions of the Fig. we write:

(2)(1)(2) (1)
0

0
0( ) ( ( )) 0

t

UA t P t d     .

Hence, the principle of the work reciprocity
(1)(2) (2)(1)( ) ( )A t A t , will take the form ( 2)(1) ( ) 0A t 

and will be written as an integral equation:

(1(2)
0 0

0

) ( )( )
t

t UP d   

)

0

(2) (1( ( .) ) 0
t

k kP t U d    (a)

Solving the equation (a) we define the function
(2)

0 ( )P t .

Let us apply the principle of the work reciprocity

to the dynamic systems (2) and (3). Let us remember

that we have already defined function  (2)
0 ( )P t  and it

is known (it is red). Considering the mentioned and
directions of the Fig. we write:

(3)(2) (3) (

0

)
0

2
0( ) ( 0)) ( .

t

A Ut P t d     
Hence, the principle of the work reciprocity

A(2)(3)(t) =  A(3)(2)(t) will take the form
A(2)(3)(t) = 0 and will be written as an integral equa-

tion:

(2) (3)
0 0

0

( ) ( )
t

P t U d   

( )

0

(2) 3( ( .) ) 0
t

k kP t U d    (b)

Solving the integral equation (b) we define
3 ( )kU t , displacement of the point K under real seis-

mic wave passage in the foundation of the structure.
Such method allows possible to define displace-

ments of any point and hence, behavior of the entire
structure, all of its structural and non-structural ele-
ments and components under real earthquake. Mod-
ern possibilities of measuring technology, existence
of wireless sensory nets and telecommunication sys-
tems open wide possibilities for the solution of vari-
ous problems, using the suggested method.
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samSeneblo meqanika

nagebobis realuri seismuri resursis
Sesafaseblad susti ryevebis gamoyenebis erTi
maTematikuri modeli da algoriTmi

g. gabriCiZe

akademiis wevri, k.zavrievis samSeneblo meqanikis, seismomedegobis da sainJinro eqspertizis centri,
Tbilisi

susti ryevebisas nagebobis qcevis Seswavla misi realuri teqnikuri mdgomareobis
Sesafaseblad, an misi dinamikuri maxasiaTeblebis dasadgenad, farTod gavrcelebuli
meTodia mTels msoflioSi. igi gamoirCeva Tavisi siiafiT, mobilurobiT, Tumca gaaCnia
garkveuli SezRudvebic. saqme imaSia, rom sustidan realurze gadasvlis procedura ar
aris calsaxad ganpirobebuli da garkveul daSvebebs emyareba. amis gamoa, rom praqtikaSi
am midgomis gamoyenebisas, susti ryevebisas nagebobaze eqsperimentuli dakvirvebisas
mopovebuli masalis gadamuSavebisas sxvadasxva algoriTmebsa da teqnologiebs gvTavazoben,
rac nagebobaTa teqnikuri mdgomareobis, kerZod, misi seismomedegobis gansxvavebuli
Sefasebis albaTobas qmnis. warmodgenil statiaSi SemoTavazebulia maTematikuri modeli
da mis safuZvelze Camoyalibebuli algoriTmi, romelic calsaxad gansazRvravs, Tu
rogor unda gadamuSavdes susti zemoqmedebisas Cawerili gadaadgilebebi, rom
dasabuTebulad vimsjeloT Senobis qcevaze mis fuZeSi realuri seismuri talRis
(seismogramis) gavlisas.
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